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Figure 1. No. UXC2 with inverted imprint.

StationeryIn

at face value from a man who was
returning it to the Balboa Post Office.
The purchaser presented the envelope
to one of the newer clerks and re

quested that it be exchanged for one
that he could use. At the time Mr.

Cassibry was talking to one of the
older clerks and needless to say made
good use of the opportunity!

have been recorded; there is a rumor
of another copy. Can any member def
initely report having it? Mr. Cassibry
reports that he acquired this envelope

ErrorsMajor

Also reported for the first time by
H. W. Cassibry and your Editor j ••
No. DC7, the 4¢ envelope surcharged
with an additional 4¢ and the words
VIA AIR MAIL as issued in 1965,
with the additional surcharge on the
back of the envelope. When seen from
the back, it appears to be a 4¢ air
mail envelope! This error is illustrated
in Figure 2. Two copies of this error

A copy of No. UXC2, the 5¢ air postal card issue in 1963 with an added
1¢ imprint, has been found with inverted surcharge. H. W. Cassibry reports
that he acquired the item from an ex-postal clerk who had worked at the
Balboa post office during the 1963 Christmas rush. He found both this card
with the inverted imprint as well as one with an albino surcharge in the
regular position. This is the first major
error reported among the rather num
erous imprinted postal stationery items
from the Canal Zone. The inverted

surcharge is shown in Figure 1.

Presidene s Message
George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20006

Our Bylaws provide for elections to
be held in the odd numbered years.
In order to prepare for our election
this year, I have appointed a Nomin
ating Committke consisting of the

following: I
Eugene S. Stull, Jr., Chairman

135 Kingwood Drive
Little Falls, N. J. 07424

George W. Stilwell
John J. O'Neil

Although the Bylaws give me to 12U

days before the end of the year to do
this, our publication is qualterly and
it is therefore necessary that appro
priate information be included in this,
our third quarter issue.

As I write this early in July the
above gentlemen have kindly con
sented to serve, although they have
had little chance to think about it
because of my sudden realization of
the time problem. Nevertheless they
have been selected not only for their

capabilities and interest lin our Group
but also because they are close enough
that they can get together in person.

Now it is up to the rest of you to
help them get a good slate together
to run the Group for the next two
years, and maybe two ~lates so you
will have a choice when you vote
this fall. The Bylaws provide for par
ticipation by the members in that any
10 members in good standing can
place someone in nominaltion who will
agree to run. Send any completed
nominations to Mr. Stull, Chairman.

The officers to be elected are:

(Continued Oil page 23)
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Figure 2. No. UC7 with 4¢ imprint on back of envelope.

11leCanal Zone

Philatelist
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor

P. O. Box CG

College Station, Tex. 77840
Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401. Printed by Himes
Printing Co., State College, Pa. Second class
postage paid at State College, Pa. 16801.
Manuscripts should be typewritten double
spaced, one side of page. Books and litera
ture for review should be sent to the editor.
Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:

one column two inches $ 5.00
one column five inches 10.00
two columns five inches 15.00
two columns ten inches 25.00

Column width 14 picas (2%6"), two col
umns 29 picas (41%6"). Remittance must
accompany copy. Deadlines for ads the first
day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Half-tones
( 120-screen) or line engravings may be fur
nished by advertiser or made by CZSG and
advertiser billed at cost. Send all manu
scripts and ad copy to the Editor.

Subscriptions and changes of address
should be sent to the Secretary, Alfred R.
Bew, 29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J. 08401.
Copyright 1969. The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
During t.l}e first half I)f 1969 t..~ere

have been four large auctions of Canal
Zone material plus a steady stream of
material in smaller amounts. There
has never been so much Canal Zone
material offered in such a short time,
at least in the memory of your Editor.
Here is a report on some of the sales
during the last quarter. In each case
we list first the Scott catalogue num
ber, followed by the price realized,
and the catalogue price in parenthe
sis as listed in the auction catalogue.
All items are unused unless men
tioned otherwise. Serious defects are
specifically mentioned. The prices
have been rounded to the nearest dol
lar.

On March 31st Harmer, Rooke sold
No. 3ge, $31 ($25); 91c, $24 ($18);
C09, used, $27 ($22).

Higgins and Gage sold on April
19th No. U14, entire, $49 ($45).

Vahan Mozian sold on April 23rd
No. 4-8, $31 ($52); 120-135, $28
($42); C15-20, $18 ($30).

On May 14th Herman Herst, Jr.
offered No. 60-f.6, $33 ($33); 70-78
on cover, $35 ($28); 70/178, 84/ / 88,

10 values on cover, $23 ($22); U5, $55
($.38); UCl, 5 copies, $25 ($26);
UX2d, used, foxed $15 ($15).

On June 10th H. R. Harmer offered
No. 42-45, 49-51, 58-59 on cover, $85
($67); Ul, U3-U5, fine $62 ($82).

Robert Siegel sold on June 12th No.
65-66, $25 ($24); 84, strip of 3 with
9 mm spacing in center and 11 mm
spacing on other two stamps, $62.

The remaining stamps from the
Conger collection were sold by Vahan
Mozian on June 19th. Almost all of
the items in this sale were duplicates
of material which had appeared in
the previous Cong2T sale. Thus it gave
the collector a second opportunity to
obtain some of these items. A few

of the prices selected by your Editor
for interest are as follows: No. 4-8 on
cover $60 ($57); 13c in pair with nor
mal, $190 ($75); 14e in block of 9,
$375 ($116); 15, $380 ($325); 19b in

Rarities
The 1906-1907 issue of the Canal

Zone uses the basic Hamilton Bank
Note stamps of Panama. These were
overprinted CANAL ZONE by the
Isthmian Canal Commission Press. All

values of the Panama issue (without
CANAL ZONE overprint) which are
bicolored are known with inverted
centers. Two of these values, 1c and
2c, with inverted center were over
printed CANAL ZONE. A sheet of the
lc value was sold to the Panama Rail
road Company in March, 1909 accord
ing to Colman. He states that all 9ut
19 or 20 copies were used before the
error was discovered. Presumably this
number were saved unused; Cohnan
states that five or six used copies were
found.
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block of 4, $40 ($37); 22, 2 blocks of
4, one with ANA, other with ONE,
$30 ($17); 22e, $32 ($30); 3ge, $40
( $25); 46-48, used, $80 ($50); 46, $29
( $28); 46 block of 4, $130 ($115);
46b, $38 ($32); 47, pair used, $41
( $25); 48, $115 ($45); 56, block of 12
with red design partially missing from
4 stamps, $65; 67, block of four, $350
($290); 67a, $130 ($110); 73, left and
right plate blocks of 6, $52 ($36); 81,
$34 ($32); 85a, $130 ($90); 86e, $34
( $28); 115, complete booklet of 2
panes, made by hand, $48; 117a, com
plete booklet of 2 panes made by
hand, $30; C03, pestally used block
of 4, $35 ($40); C08-COI2, postally
used, $165 ($114); J20, imprint and
plate block of 6, $48 ($35); U2c, $80
($35); U3, $95 ($70); U4, $40 ($30);
UF1 used, $240 ($135); UX5, $125
( $65); UX5, used, $55 {$45); UX6,
$105 ($50).

The 2c value with inverted center

is much scarcer. Only about seven
used copies have been found. No un
used copies are recorded. All copies
have a dark purple overprint, which
is quite scarce on the normal stamp.
This error, No. 23g, is shown in Figure
3. This copy is canceled at Cristobal;
unfortunately the year date can not
be read. All copies of the error are
on hard paper and have a 7.2 mm
spacing between CANAL and ZONE.
Almost all of the known copies have
defects of various types including thin
spots, missing perforations, and weak
corners. A collector can not be too

particular about the 6ondition of many
Canal Zone rarities, as they do not
exist in superb condition.
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Figure 6. Different printings of No. 92:
first at top; second and third at bottom left

and right respectively.

A third printing of 100,000 copies from
new clean type was sent on Dec. 28,
1929. It has a 9 mm spacing, but can
be immediately distinguished from the
first printing by the very clean type
and black ink. The type of the first

(A couple of positions in the sheet
have 8"Y2and 10 mm spacings.) The
second printing of 100,000 copies was
shipped on May 27, 1927 (remainders
of 9,900 were sent in Dec., 1927).
Again it is easily recognized as it has
a 7 mm spacing. It is shown on the
left of the bottom row of the Figure.

From September 13, 1969 through approximately November 1st I expec.t

to be out of the country. No orders will be processed during this period.

Mail will be answered as soon as possible after my return.

EFFECTIVE SEPTKMBER 10, 1969, I will no longer be doing bus

iness from Berkeley.

As the last item, I would like to
discuss the various printings of No.
92. There were four printings of this
overprint; the first three can be read
ily distinguished. These are shown in
Figure 6. The first printing of 50,000
copies was issued on April 5, 1926.
The first batch of Type II slugs had
become quite worn by the time that
this overprint was made. This printing,
shown at the top of the Figure, can
be readily distinguished by the very
worn letters, grey ink, and the 9 mm
spacing between CANAL and ZONE.

Figure 5. No. 117 with horizontal perfora
tions almost through center of stamp.

Figure 3. No. 23g.

Varieties
An interesting perforation variety

occurs on the 8c value of the Hamil
ton Bank Note Issue, No. 25. This
stamp is known with an extra row of
vertical perforations a little to the
right of the center of the stamp
(Figure 4). This variety occurs on

Figure 4. No. 25 with extra row of verti
cal perforations.

Effective upon my return, I will be living in the Los Angeles area.

Dealing exclusively in Canal Zone

RICK SCHWARTZ

Customers and correspondents are asked to wait until my return before

corresponding. Mail will be forwarded from Berkeley to my new address.

Thank You

the printing with 7.2 mm spacing be
tween CANAL and ZONE and on soft

paper (the only paper used for the 8e
value ).

A similar perforation variety on a
more modern issue occurs on the No.
117, the 3¢ Goethals issue. This is
known with the horizontal perfora
tions displaced so that they run almost
through the center of the stamps (Fig
ure 5). This gives the stamps the ap
pearance of being imperforate hori
zontally.

P. O. Box 1102 Berkeley, Calif. 94701
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Our commission is only 20%of the price realized

When you have "Specialized" material to offer .

SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES & STRIPS,

COILS & BOOKLETS, COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS; VARIETIES,

FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS.

. Sell your stamps through the public auction which caters to

"Specialists" and accords them "Special" listings.

Each Schiff Auction features:

Northern or Atlantic District and a
Southern or Pacific District. Mail des
tined for locations within the district
of mailing requires only 5¢ postage;
mail to the other district or to the
United States or its Possessions re
quires 6¢. The Northern or Atlantic
district has the post office of Cristobal
and its branches: Coco Solo, Fort
Davis, Fort Gulick, Gatun, Margarita,
and Rainbow City. The Southern or
Pacific district has the post office of
Balboa and its branches: Albrook Air

Force Base, Balboa Heights, Curundu,
Fort Amador, Fort Clayton, Gamboa,
Howard Air Force Base, Paraiso,
Quarry Heights, and Rodman.

Rick Schwartz reports the quantities
which have been surcharged: 4¢ + 1¢
small size, 20,000; 4¢ + 1¢, large size,
30,000; 4¢ + 2¢, small size, 24,500.
Several different knifes and water
marks exist; these will be reported in
more detail later. Now why was there
no 5¢ envelope from 1963 to 1969?

First Day of UC2a
George W. Stilwell reports a copy

of UC2a postmarked on Feb. 6, 1929.
The earliest date previously reported

Both are on the small size of No. U9.

He would like to hear from anyone
else who has this variety and will
report results for a future issue.

New Envelopes
As reported in the last issue, the

Canal Zone released three new en

velopes on April 28th. There were two
sizes of the 5¢ (with 1¢ imprint) and
one size (small) of the 6¢ (with 2¢
imprint). The surcharge was applied
locally at the Canal Zone Press. Col
lectors have wondered why a 5¢ en
velope should be issued now when the
first class rate is 6¢. Also why was
there never a 5¢ envelope issued dur
ing the many years when that was the
first class rate?

George C. Slawson provides an ans
wer to the first problem. He writes that
it must be remembered that the Canal
Zone Postal Service is not under the
control of the United States Post Office

Department and is not governed by
U. S. Post Office Department regula
tions (although these have usually
been identical in most essential re
spects ). The Canal Zone is divided
into two main offices or districts: a

No. 24 with ZONE CANAL
There is a sequel to the story of

the ZONE CANAL error on No. 24
which was told in our last issue. The
single copy shown in our Figure 2
of the last issue was found to match
up exactly with a single copy of No.
24d, the CANAL only variety, which
was in your Editor's collection. The
perforations, design, and position of
overprint all match up Exactly. There
was even a large hinge marl( on the
back which had originally covered
both stamps which matched up ex
actly! These two stamps have now
been reunited in a rejoined pair! The
incredible part of the story, verified
by the common hinge mark, is that
this pair was originally in a collection.
Someone separated the pair with each
stamp going to a different owner.
\Vhy did this collector not notice that
one stamp was the ZONE CANAL
error?

printing is so worn and poorly printed
that a collectors' first reaction is often
that it is a forgery. The velY rare
varities No. 92a, 92b, and 92c occur
only from the first printing.

A fourth printing of 105,000 copies
was sent on Sept. 25, 1930. When the
permanent design was issued, the re
mainders of the 20¢ value totaling
104,718 copies were destroyed on Nov.
7, 1932. A few copies of the third
printing were destroyed and almost
all of the copies of the fourth printing.
It has been estimated that only a few
thousand copies of the fourth printing
were ever sold. Copies from this print
ing have a 9 mm spacing and are from
clean type. Single copies are difficult
to distinguish from the third printing.

PUBLIC AUCTIONS - U. S. 8< FOREIGN STAMPS

TEL. (212) 662-2777

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

aJarqurli OJ. ~t4iff1 aJr.1 ~ur.£
~sptdall~ ~ or ~ptdmists®

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10025536 WEST 111 TH STREET

Varieties of No. U9
George \Y. Stilwell writes about a

variety of No. U9. This envelope was
issued on Oct. 24, 1924 and was also
used for No. UC1, UC2, and UC2a.
All of these come in two sizes, small
and large. There is a pyramid of four
"." on either side of POSTAGE. One

variety is a"," in place of a"."; this
occurs in place of the center period
on both sides. So far \Ir. Stilwell has
chl'cked over 150 copies, small and
large size, airmail and regular, and
has found only two of this variety.
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was Feb. 7th. The cover is postmarked

at Balboa, also bears a FOPY of No.
C3, and has the first flight cachet to
the United States. The ~over is also
interesting in that the back is similar
to Knife P3, but without the reversed
curve. Grorge Slauson has suggested
calling it Knife P3a. Scott is changing
the first day date in the catalogue.

Oldest Memher

Our oldest member I is probably
Marcus W. White who is 92. He
formed an excellent specialized collec
tion of Canal Zone stationery which
has now been sold. HJ writes that

I

his greatest interest now is United
States and British stationery. Our best
wishes for many more years of collec-

ting. I
Earliest Date for No. 46

In the last issue we asked whether
Jan. 5, 1916 was the earliest recorded
date of No. 46. Apparently when Wil-I
liam Philler wrote his excellent article
on the Type III overprints some years
ago, this was the earliest recorded
date. However, since tl~en a number
of covers have turned up with earlier
dates. Floyd R. Brooks apparently has
lile earliest known dates on piece anJ

.. I
on cover. He has a single of No. 46
on piece with the Las Cascadas post
mark of Dec. 14, 1915 and another
piece that has a pair of No. 46 with
the Cristobal postmark' of the same
date. He has a cover with a single of
No. 46 (Ie was the drop letter rate
at the time) postmarked at Balboa
Heights, Dec. 17, 1915 and addressed
to Chief Clerk, Executive Office, Bal
boa Heights, Canal Zone. This is the
earliest known cover. He also has a
strip of five and a single of No. 48
on piece postmarked Cristobal on Dec.
14, 1915, which is the earliest known
use of the 5c value. Eugene S. Stull,
Jr. also has a cover with a single of
No. 46 dated Dec. 17, 1915.

William U. Sells reports an interest
ing cover with a pair of No. 46 bearing
two strikes on the front reading THE
PANA\IA CANAL - DEC 24 - TR 3
R. P.O." A clear receiving mark of
Balboa He:>ightson the:>back estab
lishes the year as 1915. It is both an

early llse and a R. p.1 O. postmark.
Elmer A. Brink also n.>ports some

early covers. He has four covers, all

with a pair of No. 46. They are can
celed on Dec. 21, 1915, Dec. 29, 1915,
Dec. 31, 1915, and Jan. 3, 1916 at
Balboa Heights, Monte Lirio, Las
Cascadas, and Balboa Heights re
spectively.

New Find of No. 9d
H. R. Harmer, Inc. has just an-

nounced the discovery of No. 9d, lc
of 1904 with double overprint, in un
used condition. The find consists of
one block of four plus six single
copies. Previously only 7 or 8 used
copies of this variety had been re
corded. The only previously recorded
multiple is a used vertical pair on
piece, which was illustrated in the
Canal Zone Philatelist on page 20 of
Volume 4. The newly discovered
copies will be sold at auction during
the coming season. The block of four
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. No. 9d.

H. R. Harmer suggests "that at least
$10,000 could be expected" from the
sale of the new copies. Perhaps they
are right, but your Editor would point
out that this would be a record price
for an overprint variety of which 17
or 18 copies are now known. He is
disturbed by the fact that the prices
realized for Canal Zone material seem
to depend more and more on the pub
licity build-up given the item, rather
than its true rarity. Much rarer vari
eties have recently sold for consider
ably less than these suggested prices;
a few examples are: No. 14d, 10 copies
known, sold in the Conger sale for
$340; No. 30a, 1 or 2 copies known,
sold in Conger sale for $760; No. 34u,
10 copies known, sold in Conger sale
for 8230; in the recent Apfelbaum sale
the only known copy of a major error
sold for $105 and a lot containing the
only known fow' copies of a major
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error sold for S7i5. Full details of

these last two lots will b~ revealed
in a future issue! The point is that
there is a great disparity between
rarity and price in many instances.

Earliest Use of UC8
H. W. Cassibry reports that he has

a copy of No. UC8 that is canceled on
April 18, 1966 at Albrook Air Force
Base. This is now the earliest date
on a cover that has been reported.
However, Mr. Cassibry reports that
he purchased some of these envelopes
at the Balboa post office in late Feb
ruary, 1966. Thus there is the possi
bility of a much earlier cover existing.
Why does Scott list this with the date
"Feb. 25 (?), 1966"?

Corner Cards on No. U9
In the last issue of the Canal Zone

Philatelist, \Ves Dunaway presented
a list of known corner cards on No.
U9. Eugene S. Stull, Jr. reports an
other one. He has No. 12 as listed in
the UPSS catalogue with a Coco Solo
printed return.

Cover with Both Panama
and U. S. Overprints

In answer to our earlier request of
covers bearing both the old over
printed Panama stamps and the 1924
United States overprinted stamps,
Wes Dunaway reports a cover with a
single each of No. 68 and 71. The
stamps are canceled at Gatum on July
1, 1924, so that this is also a first day
cover of No. 71. This is a most inter

esting cover! Both issues of stamps
wae valid for postage only from July
I, 1924 to Aug. 31, 1924. No other
covers have been reported in answer
to our request. Surely someone else
has some covers with both issues on
one cover.

Foreign Stamps
Canceled in the Canal Zone
\Ves Dunaway points out that there

are several circumstances in which
foreign stamps are canceled in the
Canal Zone. The most common is

Paquebot mail. Mail posted on board
a ship according to UPU regulations
may bear stamps of the country where
the ship is registered and then can be

(Continued on page 24)



Secretarl s Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401

This spring the Canal Zone Group
Members gathered together for meet
ings at both SOJEX and WESPEX.

At the SOJEX meeting in Atlantic
City our members saw an outstanding
display of Panama covers by Co!.
James T. DeVoss and some early
Canal Zone stamps by our Secretary.
The meeting was chaired by Co!.
DeVoss. Our members enjoyed hear
ing from our Editor Gil Plass; George
Slawson told us how to recognize dif
ferent dies on recent Canal Zone pos
tal stationery.

The WESPEX meeting in San Fran
cisco was lead by Dick Salz. Fourteen
members were present out of forty
living in California. The meeting saw
the interesting "Canal Zone Gems"
slide show. This was followed by talks
by Judge Tatelman, Miller Hurt, and
Dick Salz. Our congratulations to our
west coast members for their interest
and their first meeting.

~ew Members
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Committee on Postal Stationerv
J. W. Brumbaugh '

P. O. Box 341
Hopkins, 1\linn. 55343

Perhaps the major factor which re
sulted in the formation of this com
mittee ,vas the need for an addendum
to the catalogue titled "The Postal
Stationery of the Possessions of the
United States" copyrighted by the
UPSS and edited by George C. Slaw
son in 1957. As a start, we have pre
pared the list in Table 1. It is pre
liminary and no doubt will be am
plified before it can serve as a com
plete check list. Several items arc
suspected only and confirmation of
their existence is needed. For ex

ample, we are currently attempting
to identify the several dies used for
Scott No. U17 (along with UC7 amI
UClO), UC4, DC6 and DCS. Any
comments, corrections, or additional
information you have would certainly
ease our task and benefit all, if yon
will share it.

It is our aim to update the informa
tion in the DPSS catalogue, but in the
interim we suggest that each mEmb2r
obtain his or her copy at $3.50 from
the publisher, Van Dahl Publications,
Albany, Oregon, or perhaps one of
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Postal Stationery. IAnothkr publica
tion well worth owning is Canal Zone
Postage Stamps. It is available from
the Canal Zone Philatelic Agency,I
Balboa, C.Z. at $2.50 and worth every

penny for the collector of postal sta
tionery as well as adhesives. It is anI

excellent history and philatelic refer-
ence of over 400 pages. I have learned

a great deal from lit, and refer to it
often.

Since our report in the first issue
in 1969 of The Canal Zone Philatelist,
we have received a number of letters
from members. \Ve wish to thank all
those who took thE1time to write and
in some instances those who have sent
material for our examination. In each

case we have replied personally,

though not always as promptly as we
would like. Addressed and stamped

return envelopes I are I appreciatedwhen replies are expected and will

greatly expedite our wo1rk and pre

vent excessive drJin of lour pocket
book. This is a laior of 'Love. There

are no monetary funds allowed from
the treasury for postage.

Pre§ident~s.Messag~ ~ 1
(Continued from page 17)

President I IVice President
I I

SecretaliY
Treasurkr

Directors-at-l~rge (three)
I

All other workers for our Group,

such as our Editorj and philatelic committee chairman, are appointed and
will continue to serve under succeed

ing administrations unless they resign,

are replaced, or lthe need for their
services is no longer required.

Since my last Ireport in our 2nd
quarter issue two more philatelic com
mittees have been appointed:

Catalog Listimg Committee:

E. 1. P. Tat~lman, Chairman
820 Carlton Towers
470 Third St. S

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33701I
Gilbert N. [Plass

J am~s T. DeVoss

Wm. K. dillerGeorge W J Brett

This. con:mitte~ ,as ann'?unced at ~t
lantlc CIty lanQ has the ~mportant Job
of passing on list~ngs of items in the

I I

, Table 1. Stationery Issued Since 1957

CZP
ScottDemon.IssueSizeWatermark

Item

No. ¢Date No.Date

No.
Regular Envelopes

51

U16 3-134553

52

3-846 57

53

(b) 3-847"'USA

54

U17 4UIl/58 846 57

55

41l1l/58 134657

56

4-847"'USA

57

4-849USA (c)

58

4-848USA'"

59

4- 6%47"'USA

60

4- 6%49USA (c)

61

4-6%48USA'"

Air Mail Envelopes

70

UC3 6-134657

71

UC4 71l/1/58 134657

72

7-134553

73

7-1347"'USA

74

UC5 3+56/22/63846 57

75

3+5-847"'USA

76

UC6 81/6/641347"'USA

77

UC7 4+410/15/64849USA (c)

78

UC8 8(a)1349USA (c)

79

UC9 8+21/18/681349USA (c)

80 -- -UClO

-4+4+22/lc2/-68--~-84S- USA"

81

4+4+22/12/68849USA (c)

82

(b) 4+4+22/12/68847"'USA

83

UCll 104/1/69 6%49USA (c)

Regular Postal Cards

UX12

31l/1/58

UX13

3+17/27/63

UX14

412/1/64

UX15

48/12/65

UX16

4+12/12/68

UX17

54/1/69

Air Postal Cards

UXCI

51l/1/58

UXC2

5+17/27/63

UXC3

4+28/18/65

UXC4

4+42/12/68

(a). Earliest date reported 4/18/66 Balboa C.Z. (C.Z. Philatelist, Vol. 5, No.3). Has any-
one seen an earlier date?(b). Not known to exist. Does anyone have copies?( c). Asterisk under S of USA.

catalogs of various publishers and

Another new committee is that for

making appropriate recommendations.

the

Primarily it is expected that the Com-

Permanent Design Issues:
mittee will be concerned with new

George \V. Goodrich, Chairman

discoveries and problems that come

Route ll, Box 158V,

up in the non-current issues.

(Continued on page 24)
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President's Message -
(Continued from page 23)

San Antonio, Texas 78213
VVh'lt are the permanent design is
sues? \Vell they encompass Scott Nos.
105 to date, except Nos. 115, 116, 118
and 119. They also exclude the postal
stationery issues which are handled
by Mr. Brumbaugh's committee. Other
items also will be included, at least

in the beginning, but we are going to
leave it to George to spell out the
scope of what he will try to cover.

May we remind the members again
to contact the appropriate chairmen
if they have items of interest, prob
lems, questions, etc. They need your
help in developing reports that will
be of interest to all of us.

Committee on Overprinted
U. S. Issues

George W. Brett
510 21st St., N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006
Plates of tlle First Overprinted

U. S. Issue, 1904

A considerable quantity of stamps
was prepared of this first issue over
printed on U. S. The intent was a sup
ply that would last for awhile. How
ever, with the Taft Agreement shortly

causing a reversion to the use of over
printed Panama stamps, this issue was
short-lived, large quantities were de
stroyed, and we shall never know the
complete plate story.

The U. S. product that was over

printed, comprising the current Ie,
2c (shield), 5c, 8e, and 10c of the
1902 series of ordinaries were all

printed from 400-subject flat plates.
The plates were 20 subjects high by
20 subjects wide and divided by cen
tral guide lines ending in arrows into
four quadrants or panes of 100 sub
jects each (10 x 10). These plates all
carried Imprint Type V (this is a type
designation established by the Bureau
Issues Association and is used and

illustrated in the Scott's U. S. Stamp
Catalogue Specialized, p. 67 of the
1969 tdition). The imprints with
the wording "Bureau, Engraving and
Printing" followed by the plate num
ber, covered a span of three stamps
and oecured 8 times on a plate (2
times on each of the 4 sides) and
twice on each issued pane or post-

office sheet. The imprint reads up on
the Idt side and down on the right
and is located over or beside the 5th,
6th, and 7th rows each way from each

of the 4 plate corners.

In addition to the imprints and

guide lines with arrows, various letters
of the alphabet will be found in var
ious and sundry combinations in the
left margin. Usually they are close to
or above the imprint. These are ini
tials punched into the plate by each
pressman before he started his run.
Thus the possibility exists for some
one to do a study of these to deter
mine the number of sets of initials in

each case, and possibly to determine
correlative information with respect
to the Canal Zone overprintings. The
initials will be found on all denom
inations of the Canal Zone issue.

As was the custom at the time

( Philippines, Cuba, Guam, Puerto
Rico overprints) an electrotype over
printing plate of 100 subjects was
made up for the Canal Zone job, the
work being done at the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing. The quanti
ties ordered justified this. And for this
overprmting only lower left panes of
the U. S. product were used so far as
is known. The fact that this is the

case for all denominations celtainly
suggests that this may well have been
true for the whole issue despite the
large proportion destroyed. From a
printing standpoint the use of just one
pane position is understandable. The
overprinting plate would then be set
up to handle a sheet with firm mar
gins at the top and right sides, the'
other sides being variable in width.
Now of course the other three panes
of the 400-subject stamp plate could
be overprinted also by simply shifting
the guideS on the press, or shifting the
plate on the press bed, or by a combi
nation of these if the printer wished
to do so. But we have no evidence

that this was done. We can say, how
ever, that the overprinting would have
been done on a job press and that the
sheets would have been hand-fed, one
at a time.

Now from this background data one
can determine for the Canal Zone

overprinted stamps the exact position
of any imprint specimen. A side im-
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print strip of 3 will represent nos. 31,
41, and 51 of the overprinting plate
and the same position numbers for the'
lower left pane of the stamp plate. A
bottom imprint strip of 3 will be nos.
9.5, 96, and 97 of the overprint plate
and the same position numbers for the
lower left pane of the stamp plate
again. Further, you cannot have any
top or right side plates and imprint
positions and your straight edges will
always be either at top or right sides,
or the two in combination.

(Continued in next issue)

Foreign Stamps -
(Continued from page 21)

mailed at the next port of call. This
ruling applies to any port of call in
any country including the Canal Zone.
Mr. Dunaway has covers with United
States stamps and with Nicaragua
stamps showing this use.

Another interesting use is of the
United States Special Delivery stamps
in the Canal Zone. These stamps are
still sold in Canal Zone post offices for
use on letters to the United States re

quiring special delivery service. How
ever, they are supposed to be canceled
in such a manner that the ZG~e p(:~t
offi:e C<innot be identified. In the cov

ers which We have seen, there is just
a smudge on the Special Delivery
st<imps, but a regular cancelation on
the Canal Zone stamps.

Occasionally United States stamlJs
are found canceled in the Canal Zone

with no indication of Paquebot use.
Visitors from the United States .often
have the mistaken belief that United

States stamps are valid in the Canal
Zone and post letters with them. It
is believed that, in most cases when
this setms to be an honest mistake, the
Canal Zone treats these as fully pre
paid letters.

WANTED

Any C. Z. Certified :\lail covers
except the present issue.

Floyd R. Brooks

308 Church St.

Martin, Tenn. 38237


